
Awning Guard Installation Instructions  

Remove any lose or de-laminated 
pieces of awning. 
 
Clean awning with a non-residue 
cleaner and rinse with clean    
water and let dry. 

Measure awning Fabric. 

Unroll Awning Guard Measure Awning Guard and cut to 
length. 

Lay cut ,Awning Guard along roof 
of RV. 

Align Awning Guard with the seam of 
the awning fabric and where it attaches 
to the RV. Have a helper hold the Awn-
ing Guard up along the seam (this will 
keep it straight). 
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*****PLEASE NOTE: This is a two person installation, please get a helper, do not try alone.*****  



Peel back 1’’ of clear liner 8’’ in 
length. ( be careful not to let the  
gray adhesive material come in 
contact with its self ) it will be very 
hard to get apart.   
 
Start at one end of awning and 
press sticky side to top of awning. 
Remove clear liner 8’’ at a time 
and press along RV-awning seam. 
 
Repeat until Awning Guard is at-
tached to the entire length of the 
awning.  You may get some air 
bubbles, smooth them out, away 
from the RV. 
  

Now with the Awning Guard in 
place along the RV-Awning 
seam. 
 
Grab the peeled away portion 
of the clear liner and pull at a 
45 deg.  angle  towards the 
center of the RV 
 
Slowly pull the clear liner 1’’-
2’’ at a time and smooth out  
the Awning Guard along the 
section being removed from 
the top to bottom.  (TAKE 
YOUR TIME   OR YOU WILL 
GET AIR BUBBLES) the slower 
you do this step the smoother 
the Awning Guard application 
will look. 
 

Once you have installed the 
Awning Guard you may have 
some air bubbles. 
( this is normal). 
 
Go over entire Awning Guard  
with a  dry rag and smooth out 
any air bubbles the best you 
can.  If you still have some, 
pierce the top of the air bubble 
with a razor blade to remove 
air. 
(this will not void warranty or 
damage you protector)   

Enjoy your Awning Guard  knowing 
that, you have just prolonged the life of 
your RV awning for many years to 
come.  Your Awning Guard can be 
cleaned with  any household window 
cleaner or any other non-abrasive 
cleaner. 
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